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Exceptionally to detailed, organized, and professional with unique ability to 
successfully manage multiple projects simultaneously. Proven competencies as an 
office administrator with the ability to empower others and consistently leverage 
organizational capabilities to facilitate well-run and streamlined office operations. 
Deliver outstanding results, leading to increased levels of responsibilities.

EXPERIENCE

Purchasing Clerk/Supervisor
ABC Corporation - JUNE 2002 – NOVEMBER 2007

 Provided value-added purchasing and operational support to general 
office of a mid-size manufacturer of metal springs and stampings.

 Achieved ISO/TS 169492002 Internal Quality Auditor certification and 
performed bi-annual internal audits to adhere to ISO standards.

 Initiated competitive-bidding process for purchase orders, resulting in 
an average 25% cost savings.

 Administered economic order quantities and blanket order for 30% 
cost savings, attaining optimal inventory maintenance.

 Expedited average 25 purchase orders weekly and tracked all 
incoming shipments to satisfy demanding customer schedules and 
production needs.

 Reconciled 200 purchase orders with invoices for customer payments 
on a weekly basis, exceeding all accounts payable deadlines.

 Created electronic computerized process for tracking and reporting 
orders, resulting in 25% time reduction and real-time data for all four 
departments.

Purchasing Clerk 
ABC Corporation - 2001 – 2002

 Friend/coworker Known for 8 years 518-669-7788 Opening Statement 
I|have been a C.N.A.

 since 1985, and am looking for work.
 If you need someone who will work when scheduled and be punctual, 

I am the person you need.
 Qualification Highlights o As an experienced C.N.A.
 Am familiar with all aspects of the position including Taking vital 

signs, documentation of range of motion, general reporting to nurse, 
checking for breakdowns when bathing, dressing, etc, preparing 
residents for bed, getting residents up in the morning.

 Walking residents, bringing residents to functions, assistance with 
activities of daily living.

 Maintaining good communication with families Maintaining 
appropriate records of residents condition and activities Education.
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EDUCATION

 Bachelor of Arts - (Cleveland State University - Cleveland, OH)

SKILLS

Microsoft Word, Excel, and PowerPoint Experience communicating across various 
business functions Ability to work independently and as part of a team Strong and 
persistent work ethic Flexible: Always willing to learn and take on new tasks to 
improve my performance.
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